DCM PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
FOR SUMMER VACATIONS (2018-19)
CLASS: 6th

Subject: Science
1. Revise Periodic Test-1 Syllabus.
2. Do Hot’s questions of all chapters of Periodic test-1 in separate notebook.
3. Collect different kind of fibres and paste in your scrapbook.
4. Collect and paste different types of spices in your scrapbook and write their uses.
5. Make a balance diet chart from your textbook.
6. Make vitamin deficiency disease chart from your textbook.
7. Make mineral deficiency chart from your textbook.
Subject: Maths
1) DO SOLVE EXAMPLE OF CHAPTER 1, 2, 3 & 4.
2) REVISE CHAPTER 1, 2, 3 & 4 FOR PT -1 TEST.
3) PRACTICE OF FILL UPS AND M. C.Q RELATED CHAPTER NO 1,2,3 & 4
Activity 1: Write the following in Roman Numerals using bindi decorative stones.
a) 59
c) 32
e) 82
b) 47
d) 74
Activity 2: Activity on page no. 29 using thermocol coloured balls/bindi
Activity 3: Activity on page no. 55
Subject: G.K.
Q1. List any five tennis players and write a few lines about each of them.
Q2.On a chart, paste the picture of cabinet ministers of India and write their names and department.
Subject: English
1. Revise Periodic Test-1 syllabus.
2. Make a chart of adverbs and it’s types.
3. Write a letter to your friend telling him or her about the Annual Sports Day which was held in your school on 10th of
April 2018.
4. Write three forms of verb (any fifty verbs).
5. Learn and write difficult words of Lesson No- 4, 5, 6.
6. Make an advertisement for a newly launched mobile phone.
Subject: Computer
1. Revise the syllabus of Periodic Test- 1.
2. Make different five models of social media.
Subject: S.St.
Q1.Why do historians these days prefer to use the terms BCE and CE rather than BC and AD?
Q2. What is the difference between a discovery and invention?
Q3. India is a land of diversity .Is that good or bad for the people of the country.
Q4.Map work: Label the following with appropriate symbols in an outline map of India:1) The tropic of cancer
2) The standard meridian of India
Q5) Project work: - Make a globe with the help of plastic ball and pierce it with a knitting needle and locate India on it.
Subject: Urdu
Page no- 5,6,7,8 reading
Lesson no-2 Questions/answers and fill ups.
Lesson no -3 Questions/answers and fill ups.
Lesson no-4 Questions/answers and fill ups-learn and write.

Subject: ART
Roll number (1-14):-Make a hanging lamp with the help of disposable thermocol plates.
Roll number (15 - 28):-Make a decorative glass bottles with the help of colourful ropes and flowers.

